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0.  Introduction 
 

The late Fr. André Prost (quem honoris causa nomino) in one of his earliest published works, ‘La 
langue bisa.' (Prost, 1950)1 , has a chapter headed “The Verb ‘to be'.”;  the contents of this chapter are  

 
“There is no verb ‘to be'.”  

 

!  In the fifties and sixties academic linguists would laugh at this as a naïve attempt to impose categories of 

Indo-European grammar on, or even find lexical units similar to those of modern European languages in ,  a 

language of a different family.  However, my own researches in Bisa (Naden, 1971) showed the significant 

fact that over 17% of clauses in free text had no verb.  Normally a topic noun phrase was juxtaposed with 

another NP, an adjective, or a locative phrase as predicated comment with no overt copula; alternatively the 

NP alone was predicated (with senses like “It's a …”, “There's a …”) by a copula particle which was in no 

sense a verb, ‘to be' or anything else.  This is a distinctive fact about Bisa, contrasting both with the large 

Indo-European family, and also with the surrounding Oti/Volta languages which have very few non-verbal 

clauses (but see § 2.3 below).  The use of a ‘copula' verb “to be” for a very wide range of semantic functions 

is characteristic of European languages (and many others); these tend to be those where semantic predicates 

with state and relation senses are characteristically applied to person participants which are characteristically 

topics and therefore subjects2.  Some of the etically distinguishable senses may, however, be separately 

lexicalised in some languages, and we distinguish three main areas of this type for the W.O/V languages. 
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1.  Existence & Location 
 

In contrast with its lack of a ‘verb “to be”‘ in identification/classification contexts, Bisa has in common 

with Oti/Volta and the majority of other Niger-Congo languages, the existential/locative verb which confronts 

the newcomer as soon as he alights at the port or airport in Ghana  –  in the lorry motto ‘GOD DEY'  –  

Kyei/Schreckenbach 1976, 26-27 (for Bisa, see Naden 1982.a).  In the absolute this means “… exists”, “there 

is a …”; it may be used to mean “is (still) alive” as in “You fada dey?”  –  ‘Is your father (still) living?’: in 

less philosophical contexts it means that the person or thing represented by the subject is present, available; in 

this sense  “You fada dey?” would mean ‘Is you father here/in/at home?’.  More commonly, perhaps, the 

verb is constructed with a locative phrase, indicating the whereabouts of the subject  –  “Me fada dey for 

keef house.” ‘My father is at the Chief's palace.’.   

1.1 In the Western Oti/Volta languages this is a verb, almost always derivable from a historical *BE .  

As existential-locative this is almost invariably followed by a locative expression, either a locative NP like “in 

the house” or the locative postposition (Vocab. #4 cf. 5 below); indeed in Dagbani orthography this is written 

as part of the verb  –  beni  –  but if we compare O be ni. “He/she is there/exists/is alive.” with  O be 

duu ni. “He/she is in the room.” (not *O beni duu (ni).) it is clear that the ni is not part of the verb.  

However in other contexts the postposition never occurs without a nominal support: the “exist/not.exist” 

construction in W-O/V rather resembles Bisa, where a third person singular pronoun with a postposition is 

represented by a surface zero (see Naden 1974, 1982.a). 

 
 
 

Vocabulary # 1 :  

 

“EXIST, TO ; BE THERE” (‘Dey')    KR be (H); be, bɛ ni, baa  (N); bii  (N2); 

XT be(ni), (ka) be (kpa'), bɛ ya'/baya'  “where is...?” (PS);  

 HG ba/bani...(ni)ŋi; be (“stay, be present”); MP bɛ...ni; 

DB be, beni (= be + ni)/benya!2/[v.n.]  bebu; KLA be...ne; TL bɛ, bee; NB bɛ, bɩ('); 

FR bo,boe/bone/bɔna/bɔŋa [n.] ; wana/wa...ha (“be here/there”); NKB bo,boe/bona; 

MR be(e);   NT wɛ;   DR be/bee;   BR be;   WL bi/biyɛ/[v.n.]  biibu;    SF bɛ, bɩ; 

BL bo/boro; KM bɛ...ri; 
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There is often a verbal noun and/or nominalization which may not follow the normal verbal-noun 

formation rules (if the language has them): 

 
 

Vocabulary # 1.a: 

 

b)  “EXISTENCE”  MP beebu, beesigu, beelinsi; DB bɛhigu; KLA belim; FR boŋa; MR belem;                  

WL biibu;                          BL boka; 

 
 
1.2 This is one of the verbs which is negated by a lexical verb which incorporates the negation   –  

‘to not.exist’:  the base is universally  *KA  which may be the origin of  KA  as a negative particle in 

some of the languages3.  The relation to the locative phrase and particle is exactly parallel to that with the 

positive (above).   

 
 

Vocabulary # 2 : 

 

“NOT EXIST, TO”  KR ka...ni (N); HG ka ; muri (“become ~ent”); 

MP ka...ni; [n.]  kaalinsi ;       DB ka, kani (= ka + ni); [n.]  kalinsi ; 

KLA kae'/[v.n.]  ka'alim; TL ka, kaa; NB ha (N.NN), ka'aa (N.A); 

FR kae/kane/kana; ka boe/ka bɔna; MR ka;  “[neg.] be” ; NT ka; DR chɛ,che,chi; 

WL chi, chibe;                 SF kɛ;                            BL ka/karo;  

 KM wuu...ri; 

 
This verb is very common, used for the absence of somebody (“He's not here./He's away.”) or the non-

availability of something (“There's no money/food/beer”).  It is also used in some, at least, of the languages 

as a rather uncharacteristic euphemism for dying; in MP and DB, for instance, this is almost obligatorily used 

for Paramount Chiefs, chiefs, senior elders and old and important people in general.  For a chief, particularly 

a Paramount, there is a periphrasis with an archaic anaphoric (Wilson 1971, Naden 1982.b): 
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MP:  U leebi la bunni kun ka ni.   “He became a thing which is.not there.” 

       DB:   O niŋ buŋ kun ka ni. 
  (Wilson 1971, p.82) 

 
 

These verbs are naturally stative in their semantax, excluding, for instance, the eventive particle (e.g. MP ti 

“get to…, manage to …”), but in this case the ‘action' of deceasing can be expressed: 

 

MP:    

1) Di saha ka m ba daa ka ni. 
  “(At) that time my father was away.” 
  
  “(At) that time my father was (already) dead.” 

           
2) 

Di saha ka m ba pun ka ni. “(At) that time my father had already died.” 

           
3) 

Di saha ka m ba daa ti ka ni. “(At) that time my father upped and died.” 

 

 

1.3 A specialised  causative of ‘exist' is “create”, mostly only for God creating the world, but seemingly 

not a loan (Hausa halitta, Ar. أ��  bara'a). The verb “make/do” spans existential and identificational 

functions, and I have arbitrarily put it with the latter (§ 2.7, Vocab. #16 below). 

 

Vocabulary # 3 : 

 

“CREATE”     MP n-naam/naamni/ ; -naaŋŋu/-naama “created-”; 

DB nam//[v.n.]  nambu (NT);  (binnamda “creatures”; binnamdalana  “creator”) (KO); 

TL naam; FR naam/ [n.]  naaŋɔ; NKB naam/naana; MR naan (A); LW ir (“build, create”); 

WL naaŋ/[v.n.]  naambu; -naanuu  (“created-”);  

 BL basi 

 

1.4 These locational verbs naturally lead us  on to the expressions of location. We have firstly the 

general demonstrative locatives “here” and “there”.  There are all sorts of variations here, on a few consistent 
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themes like *KPv ,  *BE (? = the “exist.in” root?),  *NA,  *SA, and demonstrative elements  *LA, *NI, 

*A, *MA .  Many of the languages also have an item, nearly always *NA, for “hither”: this is discussed in 

detail in Lexinote #2 (with “come”) <link>  –  a salient section is:- 

The “hither” particle of the “come” verb can be used  to contrast “come in” with “go in” (within 
“enter”), and so on. This is obligatory if the motion is towards the speaker, so that if you are speaking of 
someone falling from a tree, for instance, you have to say “He fell hither.”  –  i.e. coming to the 
ground where the speaker is located. In fact the verb need not be one of motion:  –  one can speak of 
“buying something hither” meaning to go somewhere and buy it and bring it here. 

 

In contrast “thither” is usually the same as “there”, or is the same with the addition of a locative 

postposition.  These four items are tabulated below:- 

 

Vocabulary # 4 : 

 

 “HERE” “HITHER” “THERE” “THITHER” 

KR kpɛrɛ (P); 

kpe (H),  

kpi (N) 

na, kpi' basaanle (H); bɛsani (SL)  

XT laŋa ;  kpa' 
(PS) 

kpa' kpa' ; beni, bɛni    

HG kpe  # nisaaniŋi;      ziiya niŋi nisaaniŋi 

MP kpa na, kpa wa (kpa) na bɛni; (kpa)sa sa 

NN la na ŋwa ; mbɔŋɔ  

DB kpi, kpɛ na ha (KO,NT); nimaa (KO); nimaani 

; kpɛ sa 

ha 

KLA kpela na kpe'esa; anina anina 

TL kpala; kpa'ala na hã,ha,he; kpaha;  

nɛŋha; nyɛɛha 

 

NB kwɩ'lɛ na (a)la; kwɩl'ha ha 

NKB kalan  bilam ke 

MR kawã ka kẽeŋa; be; bewã; beene be 

NT   ma  

DR cɛ  be  

WL chɛ na be be 
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BL dewa  (G,R); 

dãŋwa (N) 

dela, dena, 

dewa, dowa 

de(gaŋ) (R); du(la) (P,G,K); 

delageŋ (K), dɩgyɛ̃sa (N) 

du(la) 

KM ge, geena a (?) geena(aawa)  

 
 
 
 

1.4 The relational particle with nominals is a postposition (Naden 1974) with a very general 

direction/location meaning, the nouns and verbs of the clause determining the difference of “in”, “to”, “at”, 

“on”, “from” &c. . In this Bisa contrasts with the Gur languages in that it has several different semantically-

specialized postpositions (Naden 1971, 1974).  In W.O/V this item may be either regarded as a particle *NI 

which may be reduced to a nasal consonant at the end of the noun or a nasal quality to its final verb, or as a 

nasal prosody on the clause-final word which may be hypostatized into a clitic *NI  –  the former type of 

development seems to be more common in language change. 

 

 

Vocabulary # 5 : 

 

“IN, AT†” (postposition)  KR ni; XT ni (PS); HG niŋi ; MP ni ; DB ni ; KLA  -(i)n [sx.] ; ni; TL ni; 

NB ha ̃; FR  -(e)n [sx.]; MR  (nasalisation of final vowel) NT ni; DR -ŋ [sx.]; WL ni; -(V)ŋ [sx.];  

 SF bee;                                                     BL po;                                           

KM ma; 

† “,TO, FROM, …” according to verb and other context clues. 
 

 
1.5 One way of  being more locationally-specific is to use a noun of intrinsically-locational meaning 

with (or sometimes without) the postposition but more or less bleached semantically to a locative sense.  

Many of these are body-parts  –  ‘belly' → “in(side)”, ‘head' → “on”,  ‘back' → “back(wards), behind 

[Am.Eng. ‘back of']” and so on.  Using as evidence native speakers' insistence on writing these as one word 

with the postposition and in reduced form (e.g. MP puuni “in(side)” ct.  puu(wa) ni “in (sb's) belly”), this 

group shade off into a fuzzy area where “in the bush” or “at market” are also considered compound locatives.  

One distinctive item here is the contrast of “under (enclosed)”, as in “under the table” and “under. below” as 

in “under the tree” (Vocab. 5 b) and e) below). 
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Vocabulary # 6 : 

 

LOCATIVE NOUNS   ( {}  enclose the literal referent where I have no evidence of its locative use ) 
 

a) “INSIDE” (‘belly')  XT poa, pooni (PS); HG puu niŋi; MP puuni; DB puuni (KO); 

KLA poogin/poos; TL poo ni; FR poan/poohen ; MR pus(e), pusẽ, pugẽ; DR puo; 

WL puo(ŋ);                  SF puu;        BL poi po;  

 NB niŋa;    NT ni;                                                                                    KM sɔ̃; ma; 

 

b) “INSIDE, UNDER (ENCLOSED)” (‘throat')  HG loŋŋu; MP lɔŋni ; DB lɔŋni; KLA leuŋin; 

FR leŋa; MR  ( =  “under”); WL luɔŋ; BL lienta, bitagni po; 

 

c) “TOP, ON ~ (OF)” (‘head')  KR  {zugu}; XT zugu (PS);zuu (UK); HG zu; MP zugu; DB zuɣu; 

NN juɣu; KLA zug; TL zug (ni); NB  {zu, zug(u/o)}; FR/NKB zuo; MR zugu/zut; 

NT yenne; {cuwo}; DR  {zu,ʒu,ju}; BR  {ju}; WL juŋ; SF  {zu}; BL zuk; KM  {sikpoku}; 

d) “ABOVE” (‘sky' and ‘head')  KR saazugu (P); HG saa; zu; saa zu; MP saazugu; DB zuɣsaa; 

KLA agol; TL zug ni, saazugu ; FR saa zuo; MR yiŋere; zougen; WL saaju; BL  (wen)zuk;  

        KM sikpo-Ŋ; 

e)  “UNDER”  (‘bottom')  DB gbini,gbi+ni (WAAW),gbinni, gbunni(KO,WEC); HG gbinni (niŋi); 

MP gbinni;  KLA gbin(in); TL  {/gbina (A)}; NB gbin(e); FR teŋa; MR tenger(e),tẽŋrã; 

WL muniŋ; BL bitagi; (bitagni) kiri; chiak (‘waist'); 

f)  “DOWN” (‘earth')  KR tinŋa (N2); HG tiŋŋa; MP tiŋŋa (ni); DB tiŋa; KLA teŋin; TL teŋ ni; 

FR teŋa; MR tẽŋa; WL teŋeŋ; BL teŋ; 

f ')  “BELOW” (‘earth')  HG tiŋŋa (niŋi); MP tiŋni; DB tiŋli (KO); KLA teŋin; TL teŋ ni; 

FR teŋa zuo; MR tenger(e), tengrã; WL teŋe; BL teŋ; 
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g)  “FRONT; IN ~ , FORWARD”  MP toonni/toona; tooni; DB tooni; KLA1 tuon; KLT tɔɔnde; 

FR1 tentoa (ER); MR taor(e); taorẽ; 

 FR2 nɛŋa(n);  NKB nẽŋa;  BL niŋ (nyiŋ); noai nyiŋ; KM niŋa; 

 HG yiya/ yiisi;  KLA2 yiig; WL yie;  

h)  “BACK(WARDS), BEHIND”  KR zika/kikase (P); XT nyaŋŋa/nyaŋsi (UK); 

HG nyaaŋa/nyaana; MP nyaaŋŋa/nyaansi; nyaaŋŋa; 

DB nyaaŋa/nyaansi; nyaaŋa,yaaŋa/yaansi (KO); KLA nya'aŋ/nya'as; KLT ya'aŋ; 

TL ŋmaŋ (A); NB nyaaŋ (R); FR poorepɔya; pooren; MR poore/poya; poorẽ; 

NT yaŋa/yansi; yaaŋa; DR poor, puori; WL puori; iŋaŋ; BL ŋaaŋ(ka)/ŋaaŋsa; ŋaaŋ; 

KM kowaa/koosi; kowaa; 

i)  “BESIDE, ASIDE” 4   HG lugimini; MP kpaŋŋa; DB baɣi  (“be by the side of”); kpaŋa (KO); 

KLA kukpeŋ; kpeŋi; FR kenkɛleŋa; NKB kẽkɛrŋa; MR kirenga; WL kpantiriŋ; 

BL gauŋ nyiŋ; 

j)  “BETWEEN” (‘middle')  HG sunsuuniŋi; MP sunsukku ni; DB sunsuuni (KO); KLA (si)soogin; 

FR teŋasoka; NKB tẽŋasʋka; MR suk(a); BL suŋsuŋ; KM sunsuŋ; 

 WL kpachɛgaŋ; galiŋgaŋ; 

 
 
 

 

1.6 Rather poorly-attested in the sources (neither survey lists nor dictionaries have a place for it, you need 

a language-learning course or texts) is the item which deictically locates something for the hearer's attention  

–  ‘Behold!'.  As in this obsolescent English, or the normal French voici/voilà, this is usually based on the 

verb “to see” but often with some sort of fossilization or reduction: 
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Vocabulary # 7 : 

 

“THERE'S; BEHOLD; VOILA/CI”  XT nya (+ pn.) (PS); HG nyaasi; MP nnya; DB n-nyɛ; NN nnyɛ;   

(all these “see!”) 

 KR Kan la la.  “There it is.” (N2); TL ŋwɔ, ŋwa; FR wana; MR ad;  

 KM ye...wunna (Y), wanna (N)       (all these demonstratives) 

 
 

 

 
2.  Equivalence and other ‘Be'-ing 
 

In as far as the raison d'ẽtre of these studies is the possibility of ambiguity or confusion in either the 

W.O/V language or the European languages in which they are interpreted, I suppose the foundational point of 

this presentation is the wide range and imprecise coverage of English  “to be” and its equivalents in other 

European languages.  Just for fun, I append the chart from Crouch/Naden 1998 which shows sixteen different 

sorts of “be”ing, based on the contrasts of specificity, presuppositionality, and topicality which hover 

somewhere in the area between syntax, semantics and pragmatics.  No language has 16 different verbs or 

constructions; many, like English, cover the whole group with a single copula verb “be”: others, however may 

have two, or several different verbs or constructions and various languages may partition this space in 

different ways. 

2.1 There are some practical problems in this area in the case of the W.O/V languages.  As a classical 

use of ‘be' has the new information in a comment phrase following the copula, a common construction has the 

verb “be” immediately followed by a complement-focus assertion particle before the comment, and this may 

lead to the particle being assumed to be part of the verb (in a situation strictly comparable to the locative 

particle with the existential-locative verb  –  § 1.1 above): thus one may find “to be” in Mampruli, for 

instance, being given as nyɛla, from examples like: 

MP:    U nyɛ la karimba. “He/she is (PTC) a.teacher.” 
 

A second problem if one does not have extensive text or speaking-experience evidence is that one might find, 

as I have in MP, that otherwise sophisticated interpreters, as soon as they hear or think the English “is”, reach 
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for an ‘A. nyɛ la B.' construction, even where this perspectivisation, or even this verb, is not natural in the 

context.  As an example of a construction with a different perspective, in many cases natural MP puts the 

new information in the Subject position, with the post-subject assertive particle: 

MP: M ba n nyɛ u.  “He is my father.” (‘my father (PTC) is he') 
 

–  this is, for instance, the preferred way of captioning a picture, rather than a naked NP as in English or the  

‘(Pron.) nyɛ la  (Comment)' construction. The same is found in Talni: 

 TL: pa nyɛnni biig n a u?  “is it not your child?” 

 

There are also cases where the verb normally translated “do” is the natural equivalent of “be”, especially 

where rôle (“…is a teacher.”) is in view.  With state and especially descriptive predicates, the verb “exist” 

(Vocab. 1) may even be used.   

It is less easy to make generalizations as to the morpheme/s used.  XT seems to be the only one to share 

MP/DB nyɛ, The languages of Ghana's Upper Regions, from both my ‘NW' and my ‘SE' subgroups, have 

*a(n) which may derive from an ancestral  *ŊA(N) , which could account for (nasalized) ya and wa as 

well. Frafra/Nankan's de seems to be another innovation. 

Vocabulary # 8 : 

“BE”                        KR le (H, N) : (“equative”) niŋi  (‘do’) (N);                  

XT  nyɛ ni (PS); HG na ; niŋi (‘do’); MP n-nyɛ; m-bɛ  (‘exist in’) ; n-niŋi ‘do’; 

DB nyɛ ; nyɛ, nya (KO); KLA a,ane/aan/[v.n.]  anlin; TL a; NB a [+ predic. adj.]; 

FR de,de'a/dena,den/de ya!2 ; a,an,ana [+ predic. adj.]; NKB ãn; de(la); MR ya(A); NT wã; 

DR a (+noun);  ɩn,eŋ (“do”)  [+ predic. adj.];  le,lɛ (K);  

WL iyɛ,eyɛ/iyɛŋ  (“do”)  [+ predic. adj.];  la, la ni, lini; SF na; BL ale [v.]  ; ka [particle] ; 

KM yi, wo; 

 
 
2.2  “Not.be” may also be lexicalised, though less-commonly than “not.exist”, and where it does appear it 

may be more acceptable to construct positive “be” with a syntactic particle of negation.  *KA appears again 
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(cf. § 1.2,  and Vocab #2 above); of comparative interest is the grouping of XT  with MP/DB while of its 

normal close sisters HG groups with Upper East (but not FR) and MR, while KR does not lexicalise. 

 

Vocabulary # 9 : 

 

“NOT BE”          XT pa  (PS); MP pa; DB pa ; 

 KR bu niŋŋi ; NT ba wã         (both = “[neg.] is”);  

 DR naa ni; WL naani; 

 HG ka;   KLA ka',ka'a/ka'ane;  ka'asige;    TL1 ka;    MR ka; 

 TL2 daɣa;      FR dagɛ/dagɛna;    NKB dagɩ;                                        

BL daa; 

 
There may be specialised uses of this “not.be”, being used impersonally, or with a clause as subject, to effect a 

variably scoped negative, as in the MP examples:- 

 

Pa ŋɔna n niŋi. “He was not the one who did it.” 
not.be he/she PTC   (cf. ENG “No birds sing.”) 
 
 

Pa din n tuuli zaa n nyɛ bugum. “Not everything which is hot is fire.” 
not.be what PTC be.hot all PTC be fire 
 

Pa nira yinni kookɔa ka taalli diri duniya ni.      “It is not only one person who is 
not.be person one only and  offence eating world in        guilty in this world.”   (No one 
                  person is responsible for all the  

         ills of the world.) 

Ŋmanni naaba pa la naaba.  “To be like a chief is not to be a chief.” 
resemble chief not.be PTC chief 
 

These are common in proverbs, like the last three examples, and lorry mottoes. 

 

 

2.3 “Be” type predications are the only case in these languages where a fully-formed predication can be 

constructed by juxtaposing a topic and  comment phrase without a verb.  Even so, the verbs “to (not.)be” 

above  are mostly used, the verbless constructions being normally restricted to asking and giving a name 
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(‘Your name (is)?'  –  ‘My name (is) N or M'), and the question and answer “What (is) this/that?”  –  “X 

(is) this/that?”.  Some of the languages also have a “Where (is) …?” question word which has no sign of 

verbal function or morphology:  this is used to interrogate locations, while  “Where to …?” is a normal 

interrogative pro-adverb constructed with a verb of motion; “Where is …?” may also done by using this latter 

with the locative verb (Vocab. #1). 

 

Vocabulary #10 : 

VERBLESS 

 
    a) Name 

 

HG: E yuurii?  “What is your name?”  

MP:   N yuuri Abudulai.   “My name (is) Abudulai. 

DB: Bii maa yuli Jɔn. “The child's name is John.” 

KLA:  Fu yuure?       “What is your name?” 

NKB: Fõn yʋ'ʋrɛ?  “What is your name?” 

MR: F your boen?   ---------------------- (H) 

WL: U yuori  la Jɔɔŋ. “His name is John.” 
 
 

 
    b) Where? 
 

MP: Suu la lee?  “Where is the knife?”  (or Suu la bɛ la yani?) 
    knife the where?       knife the exist PTC where? 

KLA:  Ka awai la dia? “And where are the nine?” 

TL: Baa la lee?   “Where is the dog?” 

NB:   M pɔka lee?   “Where is my wife?” 

FR: Te bawae' la bɛɛ? “And where are the nine?” 

SF: A naafu bɛ?   “Where is the cow?” 

BL: Fi kowa lie?  “Where is your father?” (,lee,le “verb” (K) ) 
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Vocabulary # 11 : 

PREDICATED DEMONSTRATIVE 

 
KR:  Bɔ muniŋa?  What is this?”  

 Bɔ ndɔŋa?  “What is that?” 

 I kuuri nina?  “Is this your hoe?” (N) 
HG:  n na la 

 M bii n na la.   

“is this/that”               

 “This is my child.” 

MP:   ...nla. 

Baa nla.   

“is this/that.” 

“It's a dog.” 

DB:  …mbala, mbɔŋɔ.   

M bii mbala. 

“is this/that”     

“It is my child.”      

NN: …nla.   

Bɔ nla? 

“is this/that.” 

“What is that?” 

(KLA:  (dem.) ane ...   

 Oŋa ane m biig.    

“This,that is...”  

“This is my child.”) 

TL:   …nla, nlã/lla(J)     

Deni nla. 

 “is this/that.”          

“That is it.” 

FR: ...n wana.  

Lan daa enŋɛ se'em n wana. 

“is this/that.” 

“This is what happened.”          

(MR: (dem.) ya ...   

Ada ya m biiga.    

“This is ...” 

“This is my child.”) 

NT: ...la; da,ra.   

Biduba la. 

“is this/that” 

“It is a boy.” 
 Na ra. “It's the chief.” 
WL:  ...la ŋa/ama.   

Gbangbaga la ŋa.    

“this is/these are.”    

“It's a leopard.” 
 Parikuuŋbilii ama.    “They are piglets.” 
SF: ...nla,nlɛ; naa 

Ana nlɛ? 

I kuuri naa? 

“is this, that”(N)      

“Who is this?” 

“Is this your hoe?” 
BL:  ...nna.  

Ka wan nna?     

“(is) this/that.” 

“Who is this?” 

KM: ... wunde. 

N hɔgɔ wunde.      
“is this/that” 

“This is my wife.” 
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2.3 This latter construction, plus the semantic relationship of the deictic function with notions of 

existence and identification, this may be a convenient place to tabulate demonstratives in W.O/V.              

 

Vocabulary # 12 : 

 
DEMONSTRATIVES: 
 
 
  

[ARTICLE] 
 
“THIS” 

 
“THAT” 

 
“THOSE/THESE” 

KR wo,ŋwo (P); 

la 

 ŋa; wa biiŋa  

XT la, ma kaŋa ; (kana) laŋa -ŋa, aniŋa  

HG la, maa ŋa, ŋaa,  ŋa la ŋama ;  -a  [sx.]  

MP la, maa wa; ŋɔ ŋɔ, -ŋɔ [with 

pronouns,  e.g. kaŋɔ) 

aŋɔ; ba(ni)ŋɔ 

DB la, maa ŋɔ (ŋa (FS), ŋo (J)) mbɔŋɔ,  –  mbɔŋɔ 

bala, bɔŋɔ (KO); 

mbala, mbara 
 

dimbɔŋɔ/-nima, 

bɛmbɔŋɔ/    -nima;       

de(nim)baŋa (FS) 

NN la  mbɔŋɔ  

KLA la nwa;  oŋa,  kaŋa,  ba

ma 

ne',ne'e, ne'eŋa ne'enam, ne'eŋanam 

TL la, ma walã (N), ala (J) den kanla  

NB la, maa lani, lã; wa; nan(i) lan(i), lã  

FR la, wa Class adj.:  I -ena .. 

Class pron.: I ena .. 

ina (J/FR),  lawa (J/GN) 

Non-

class: lana, wana 

ina (J/FR),  

lawa (J/GN) 

Class adj.: I bana.. 

Class pron.: I bana 

   aŋa 

NKB la wã ɛ̃na; bɛla bãna 

MR (suffixed nasal 
marks definite) 

kãng(a), koŋgo (J); 

wã; ada 

ninga; wã; ada adaba 

kãens(e) 

niis(ẽ) 

NT nã Class adj.: I -nye .. 

Class pron.:  

 Class adj.: I -mba.. 

Class pron.: I  
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I nyẽngẽ bamba… 

DR a (a)nya (a)ŋa, aɔl,ol,ulɔ,olɔ ama, ana 

NR  ŋa (J)    

BR  naa (J)    

WL a ŋa,ŋaaŋ bila, bala(a)  

SF a (N) ŋa, ɩsi  (J) ona  (J)  

BL (def. is a  
class  
inflection 
on the noun) 

de ; 

Class pron.: I wala.. 

la ; 

Class  = “this” 

Class pron.: I bala ... 

KM (def. is a  
class  
inflection 
on the noun) 

ge ge  

 

In those languages where the nominal class system is well-developed (Wilson 1971, Naden 1982.b) there 

are concordant systems of deictics (and interrogatives, indefinites, &c.):- 

 

12.a) CLASS DEMONSTRATIVE SYSTEMS:   

FR  

 Class adj.: sg. Class adj.: pl. Class pron.: sg. Class pron.: pl. 

I  -ena -bana  ena,enna, bana  

II   -dene,denɛ,dena -ana,   dena,dene  ana,anŋa 

III  -kaŋa,kane -sena,   kaŋa sɛna 

IV  -kona,koŋɔ -tona,tonɔ  koŋɔ   

VI  -bono,bona -bomɔ      

 

NT 

  Class adj.: sg. Class adj.: pl. Class pron.: sg. Class pron.: pl. 

I  -nye -mba  nyẽngẽ bamba 

II  -nde -nga  diende hanga 
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III  -nka -nsi  kanga sinsi 

IV  -nko -nte  kongo tiente 

V  -nfe -ngi  fienfe hingi 

VI  -mi   mimmi   

VII  -mbe nte  bembe tinte 

VIII  -nda -ngi  danda hingi 

IX  -nwũ     

 

BL  

 Class pron.: sg Class pron.: pl. 

I  wala bala 

II  dila ngala 

III  kala sila 

IV  kula tila 

VI  bula   

 
 

 
2.5 The existence of an action at the most abstract level, with an agent (“do”) or without (“happen”) are 

connected here.  The “do” verb forms (Vocab. #13 below) can all be derived from *ŊIŊ with the initial 

segment which surfaces as nasal (ŋ > ny > n), semivowel/‘glide' (y/w > h > /)) and finally zero (vowel-

initial)  –  Manessy 1975, § 2.1.4. As mentioned above (§ 1.1) “He ‘does’ teacher.” is in many cases a (or 

the) way to say “He is a teacher.”.  As a final semantically-auxiliary verb it may carry a ‘maleficiary’ rôle in 

contrast with “give” as beneficiary: 

 

MP:  Ŋɔn n tum seem n-ti ma.  “What/she he did for me.” 

     3s.EMP PTC work thus to- ‘give' me 
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MP:  Ŋɔn n tum seem n-niŋi ma.  “What/she he did to me.” 

     3s.EMP PTC work thus to- ‘do' me 

 

 

Vocabulary # 13: 

 

“DO”   KR nɛ/nɛgere (P);  niŋi (H);  niŋ', niŋŋi/niŋiya (N);  niŋ’ka (N2); 

HG niŋi/niŋini/[v.n.]  niŋinisim; MP niŋi/niŋri/niŋiya/niŋbu; 

DB niŋ/niŋdi/niŋmi! /[v.n.]  niŋbu; KLA niŋ; KLT 'ɛŋ; TL ɩŋ; NB 'ɩŋ; 

FR enŋ(ɛ)/ete/eta/[v.n.]  etegɔ ; NKB ɩ̃ŋɛ/ɩta; DR ɩ, ɩn(ɩ), e, eɛ, en, eŋ; BR yi,i/ire; 

WL i,e/ira/iyɛ,eyɛ/[v.n.]  iibu; iŋ;        SF e;         BL nye;     KM yi; 

 MR maan(a)/maand; NT mani!/manyɔ/mantɔ; 

 
 

a)   “HAPPEN TO STH., TO”    HG niŋi ( “do”); MP niŋi ( “do”);  DB niŋ ( “do”); KLA1  niŋ; 

 BL nye ( “do”); KLA2  naam/naamid;  

 MR yi;     WL pagi; 

 
 
2.6 Change of identity/classification, is a developed form of the identity notion: “to become” and the 

causative “to turn (sb./sth.) into” are semantically different on the etic level but in these languages are not 

separately lexicalised.  “turn ... into” is either an extended use of “become”, signalled by the additional 

(causer) rôle, or else uses the external causative with a verb “to let, have, cause ...”.  The “become” item is 

generally *LE(B)(+*-G-), being in a ‘kissing' relationship (Naden 1980, Manessy 1975) with *LAB / LEB  

“return, go back” (Lexinote #2, Vocab. #6; Naden 1993, p.185). 
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Vocabulary # 14 : 

 

“BECOME, TO”  HG loobi; MP leebi; labgi ; 

DB lee(i),leeg'/[v.n.]  leebu (NT);  lɛb(i) (NT,KO); lɛbgi (KO), levege (FS); 

KLA lieb; lebig; kilim; TL leeba; NB lebeɣ (R); FR lebege/lɛbega; kilom; 

NKB lebge/lɛbgra; MR labeg, lebga, lebge; DR lɩɛb, leɛre, leɛ, lɛo; BR leɛb, lɩɛ; 

LW lieba (SOL 52); WL lɛu; lɛohe;  

 BL chim; 

If the new identity is not specified, then we have simply “change”.  The form *TA(G)(-G) is 

widespread.  It is used transitively and intransitively, in these senses, and is also used for “barter, exchange” 

(cf. § 3.3 below).. 

 

 

Vocabulary # 15 : 

 

“CHANGE STH., TO”  MP n-takki; DB taɣi/[v.n.]  taɣibu; KLA tiak/tiakim!/[v.n.]  tiakir; tia'as; 

FR tee/teere/tɛɛra; teehom; /teehene/teehe!; NKB tee/tɛɛra;       

MR tek(A); tedga/tedegre;         DR tɛge;          BL tagri; 

 WL lɛuhi; BL lagim; 

 HG cherigi; DR chil (EH);     DR daane; 

 

 

 
2.7 There is a lexical item in these languages which I gloss ‘fix' in the American English sense of “make” 

or “mend” (‘fix breakfast/a flat tire')  –  also used for “sacrifice” (Lexinote #14, § 2.2.1, Vocab. #5.c; Naden 

1996.a, pp.83-4) .  Comparison with “have” (Vocab. #20 below) shows support to my contention that  some 

of the differences between DB and MP are recent DB innovations, as vowel shortening and -l- for -r- lead to 

these two basic verbs being homophonous in DB where they contrast in all the other languages. 
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Vocabulary # 16 : 

 

“FIX; MAKE/REPAIR”   KR maali (H); XT maalu (? v.n.?) (UK); HG maali/maani ; 

MP maali/maanni/maalima!/[v.n.]  maaligu; DB mali/maani/malimi!/[v.n.]  malibu; 

KLA maal; TL maali/maana; NB maal; FR maale/maala/maalɛ!; NKB malgɛ/malgra; 

MR maneg(e); malege; NT mani/mantɔ/manyɔ; DR mal (EH); maal(e); BR maal; 

WL maali/maana/maaliyɛ;  

 KM ŋwunsi;                                                               

HG walimi; 

 
The converse is to ‘un-make'; a very general  *SA(G)M  is glossed in local English ‘spoil', and covers a 

wide semantic area including the normal English sense of “spoil” (transitive and intransitive), and “(be) 

destroy(ed)”,  “(cause to) break down, become dysfunctional” (esp. a machine, tool), and specialised uses 

like “waste (time)”, “defile (a woman by rape, seduction)”, “be sad (with ‘heart'): 

 

Vocabulary # 17 : 

 

“SPOIL; SPOILT”  HG saami; MP n-sa'am/sa'mni/sa'amma!/[v.n.]  sa'aŋŋu; 

DB saɣim/saɣindi/saɣimya/[v.n.]  saɣimbu (KO);  jahi (“deteriorate”); 

KLA sa'am/[v.n.]  sa'uŋ(o),sa'amug; TL saɣam,saɣǝm (F), saam (R); 

NB saɣǝm (N.A); saam (R); 

FR sagom/sagona/sa'ane,sagane/sa'ana/[v.n.]  sa'aŋɔ,sagɛŋɔ,sagaŋɔ; 

NKB sã'am/sã'ana/[v.n.]  sã'aŋɔ; MR sãam(A)/[v.n.]  sãoongo; DR saŋ,saaŋ,saam,sãã, saa; 

LW sɔɔn/sɔɔna,soŋa; BR soɔ; WL saaŋ/saaniyɛŋ/[v.n.]  saambu; BL kaasi; KM cuusi; 

 
These ‘fix'/‘spoil' verbs involve both coming into/out of existence, and change of identity/ functionality, and 

so belong in both § 1 and § 2. The same could be said for the “keep, remain, stay” verb which can mean both 
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‘continue to exist', ‘stay in the same place', and ‘stay in the same state/rôle/description'.  The form *KPAL-M 

is very clearly characteristic of the group. 

 

 Vocabulary # 18 : 

 

“REMAIN; LEFT OVER,TO BE”  MP n-kpalim/kpalimni/kpalimma!; 

DB kpalim/kpalinda/kpalimmi/[v.n.]  kpalimbu; KLA kpelim/[v.n.]  kpelimug; 

FR1 kelom, kelen;  MR ket (A); kelen; DR kyaa(be), kyɛre; BR kyɛ, kye; 

WL kpɛleŋ,kpeliŋ;  

 BL1/2  tali; wari;                                          FR2/3  gee; yee/yea; 

 
 
 
 
3. ‘Having' 

 
Most5 languages have  a way  of predicating a person's possession of an object, but a wide variety of 

constructions may be used in different languages, or even in the same language (Givòn 1984, 103 ff.). There  

may be a verb with the possessor as subject  –  as in English  “He  has some money.” (or “owns”, 

“possesses” …) or the possessor is subject of a general verb like “exist” or “be” and the item is in a relational 

phrase, as in the Ghana English ‘I am for that moto.’ (“That motorcycle is mine.”)  –  Givòn considers this 

“characteristic of Bantu languages” (1984, 104 with e.g.).  Alternatively the normal  saliency hierarchy 

(animate > inanimate as claimant for topic/theme/subject status  –  Givòn 1984, 371ff.) may be reversed by 

making the possessed item grammatical subject, either optionally as in the English choice of the alternative 

verb “belong”, or the Latin possibility of having the possessed as subject of an existential verb  with the  

possessor as  dative, as in Est mihi argentum. “There is to me money.”, or as the main or only 

construction, as Celtic only has a form comparable to the latter  –  Welsh : Mae arian gen i.  ‘Is money 

to me.’; Ghana English, alongside and in fact more commonly than the construction mentioned above, has 

‘That moto is for me.’. There is  usually also  an embedded version where the possessor  is expressed  as 

modifier  in an  NP of  which the possessed is  head, as  in  “I  forgot my  money.” or  Argentum  

meum reliqui.. In  Bisa even  for the independent predication one  must say  ‘My money  exists.’ 
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(Naden 1982.a), embedding the possessor in the NP headed by the possessed, and using a general (“exist”) 

verb. There may be a pronoun for the possessed  item as  in  “It  is mine.”  (Mampruli : Ka  nyɛ la  

man dinni.) or  an adjective  underlining the  possessive, as in  “He is building his own room.” 

(Mampruli : U meeri la u toori duu.).  Further possibilities are prepositional phrase with noun, as in 

English  “the funds of the building committee” or associative NP used descriptively (adjectivally) “the 

building committee funds”.   

There may also be lexicalised distinctions between permanent or legal possession and temporary control 

(“I've got John's pay-packet, but he'll want to collect it in the morning.”), and potential and immediate 

availability (“I've got some money, but it's in the pocket of my other jacket.”).  Semantically the possessive 

constructions may extend to partitive (“I have red hair.”), relationship, either kinship (“I have a beautiful wife 

and two brilliant kids.”) or more general (“This diocese has an elderly bishop.”) and other more-or-less 

metaphorical senses (“This diocese has a lack of clergy.”, “I have malaria.”, French “J'ai faim.” ‘I have 

hunger.'  –  cf./ct. MP Kum mari ma. ‘Hunger has me.' – “You have three hours to get out of town.” …).  

These senses may attach to the option  which renders the possessive relationship by an NP-internal 

construction which is sometimes referred to as ‘genitive’, though this is really only appropriate where there is 

morphological coding for case as in Latin or classical Greek, or as ‘possessive’ though this implies a much 

more restricted semantic applicability than is usually appropriate  –  often including thematic participants of 

nominalized verbs as in “John's embezzling of the money”, “Its transfer to John's bank account” (Givòn 1990, 

501 ff.).  I prefer the general term ‘associative' because of its very broadness of scope. 

 

 
 

3.1.1 Possession: 

 
The W.O/V languages have basically a verb “to have”, with a semantic area roughly similar to that of the 

English verb.  The associative, which appears before the head noun with no link clitic or tonal feature, also 

has wide semantic scope, comparable to the English.  The “have” verb shows two main forms, *MAR in the 

Southeastern subgroup and *TA(R) in the Northwestern. It appears to be a sense which attracts lexical 

innovation: Manessy does not attempt a reconstruction even at the O/V level: from the scanty sources I have 

to hand (“have” does not appear in the standard survey wordlists) Eastern O/V DiTammari has a *MAR form 

(mɔɔri/mɔɔtɛ!), Konkomba has kpa, and Nawdm has only the “there is to me” construction. 
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Vocabulary # 19: 

 

“HAVE , TO”   KR mari,mar'/mariya (H,N,SL); XT mar-, mara, mare (PS); 

HG mari/marini,matira/[v.n.]  matigu; MP mari/mara/mara!/[v.n.]marigu 

DB mal(i)/mala/[v.n.] mal(i)bu; KLA1 mor (“~, hold”);  TL mar//[v.n.]  marǝga; 

NB1 mɔr(i) (N.A,S);  

 KLA2  tar ( “~, own”)[?KLT?];  NB2 ta (R), tar (N.A);  FR tare/tara; NKB ta/tara; 

MR tar(A); DR ter (DDR), tɛr; taa; BR tara, tɛra; LW tɛra (MBG 26); WL tari;; BL ta/tara;  

 KM ya/yɛ;           SF so (see  “own”)                                                    

NT puɣe; 

 
3.1.2 As with “exist” and “be”, there is in some of the languages a “not have” verb, and like “not.exist” and 

some languages' “not.be” it is of a form *KA.  It is even less common for this item to exist, however, and 

where it does it is still more acceptable to use a negative particle with the positive verb instead. 

Vocabulary # 20 : 

“NOT HAVE, TO”  HG ka; MP ka; DB ka; KLA ka',ka'a; TL ka; NB ka; FR1 ka; MR1 ka; NT ka; 

BL ka/kara;  

 KM wo; 

 KR bu mari (N); FR2 ka tare;  MR2  [neg.] tara;   WL ba tari;  . (all “[neg.] + have”) 

 

3.1.3 The W.O/V languages have a verb which local English usually glosses ‘to own';  one tends to assume 

that this is a sign of a ‘legal vs. temporary' contrast, but further investigation shows that the semantics of this 

item (clearly an ancestral *SU/O) are not  strictly parallel to those of this word in International English.  It 

rather  

means to be ‘in charge' of something (again often glossed ‘to own') both in the sense of having 

privilege over and of having responsibility for it.  Hence MP Ŋɔni n su kuuri wa?  “Who ‘owns' 

this hoe?” may imply  “...if it's his we must give it back to him.” or  “...I'm going to give him what for  
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–  leaving it here for me to trip over!”.                         (Lexinote #14 § 2.2, ¶ 
following Vocab. #7 : = Naden 1996.a, 87) 

 

- and so “be responsible for”.  It is often used for the relationship of a chief to his village,  or a household-

head to his household.  MP noun suulinsi is “area of responsibility/control”.  A nice statement of this 

from Nancy Schaefer appears in Naden [ed.] 1984, p.8  “the primary semantic component of the concept of 

‘rule' is to be looking after someone;  and the primary semantic component of the concept of ‘responsibility' 

is to have authority over that person” (on sɔe …behe) in FR. 

 

Vocabulary # 21 : 

 

“OWN, TO”  KR su (N); HG su/suuri; MP su; [n.]  suulinsi; DB su; KLA so'e; TL so; NB su (R); 

FR sɔe/sɔna; NKB so/sɔna; MR so(o), soog; DR so; BR so; LW so (SOL 64...); 

WL so/[v.n.]  suobu; SF so ( “have”); BL soa; 

  NT si;     KM si(na); 

 
Many of the languages have a noun, mostly from a base *DIN/DEN which means “own-thing” and is 

obligatorily possessed, so that in MP, for instance, man dinni (‘my own.thing') is equivalent to Eng. “mine”.  

Another root is *TO which in MP at least is in contrast in its syntactic use, being used, often compounded 

with “self”, before a noun, translated as an adjectival “own X”  –  m (man)toori duu “my (very) own 

room”.  The *GBA used in HG as the only form here, and by KR as a possibility, is presumably related 

somehow to gba “also” in DB/MP. 

 

Vocabulary # 22 : 

 

“OWN-THING (X'S OWN)”  KR1 dinni  (N); MP1 dinni/dina; DB1 dini; dintoli (KO); 

KLA1 din/dina; TL dɛnne; FR1 denɛ;  MR dẽnd(A),rẽnda; 

DR dɩn(ɩ)/dɩmɛ (EH), dene/deme (JBD); DG den (PA); 

 BL  -dek (suffixed to pron.); 
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 HG1 toori;  MP2  toori;    DB2 toli (NT) ; dintoli (KO);   KLA2 tu'er;     FR2 toonɛ; 

       KR2 gbagba (“very own”) (N);       HG2 gbagba; 

 
Closely related to the semantics of *SU is the noun which is also glossed “owner” in local English.  

This is discussed in detail in Lexinote #14/Naden 1996.a (locc. cit.). Its meaning is “a person (human or 

personification) related to, or defined or distinguished by, something which is characterisable by a noun  –  

either a ‘person, place or thing' or a grammatical nominalization” (ibid.).  The most common form is 

*DAAN, with *SOB (? related to *SO/U) in the Northwestern sub-group, though often with the *DAAN root 

appearing as well.  The latter does not have a normal plural (which would be, presumably, *daam-ba), but 

uses the special ‘group of persons/plural of irregulars' morpheme dima/nima,nam/doma/mine (Manessy 

1975, 86ff.) 

 
 

Vocabulary # 23 : 

 

“ ‘OWNER'; PERSON-WHO...”  KR daane/daamba (P); -daana/-dima (N); XT  -daana (PS); 

HG daana/(daan-)dima; MP daana/(daan-)dima ; di daana (“that fellow”); 

DB laana (FS), lana/laannima; dana ; -lana,-dana/-nima;  dilana (“that fellow”); 

KLA1 daan; TL daana; NB  -dan (R); FR1 daana/doma; NKB dãana/dõma (no sob-); 

MR (sob(a))/rãmba, -damb; 

DR1 daana/daananema (JBD/BGL),  2daŋna/daŋnamine (EH);  WL daana/ 

daamba,daammine;  

 KLA2 sob(A)/sobnam MR sob(a)(/rãmba, -damb); DR3 sob (DDR, LB(R)), sũbo (EH); 

BR soro; LW  -sob;  

       BL1 sora,sooroa(wa)/sooroaba 

      BL2 nyono(wa)/nyam;  

 KM  -tee-; 

      FR2   tara (“haver”); 
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3.1.4 The things possessed may be characterised as such, with several roots and derivations being used.  A 

more detailed study of  “Loads, Gear, Traps, and Furniture” will be undertaken in Lexinote #17. 

 

Vocabulary # 24 : 

 

“POSSESSIONS, PROPERTY, BELONGINGS”  MP1 neemni/neema ; DB1 neeni/nɛma (KO) ;   

 KLA lauk/la'ad; nyeeb ([v.n.]  nye 'get'); KLT la'ar/la'a; FR1 lɔko/lɔgɔrɔ; NKB  /lɔgrɔ;  

 MP2  marigu; DB2  malibu,malgu; FR2  tarega (all = “havings”) 

 MR paoong (A) ; teed(o); WL bunhu; DB3/4 amaana ; aʒia; HG bindaalim;  

BL koaliŋ(koalini)/koalima; 

 
A  person characterised by having a lot is “rich”: these languages normally lexicalise “a rich person” 

and “wealth” rather than a descriptive (verb or adjective) “(be) rich”. 

Vocabulary #25 : 

 

a)  “RICH PERSON”  HG bindaana/bindaandima; MP bundaana/bundaandima; 

DB bundaana/bundaanima (NT,FS), bundaamba (KO); TL bondaan ; 

FR bɔntata/bontateba; NKB bõdãana/bõdãandõma; bõntata ; 

WL bundaana/bundaamba;  

 MR arzeksoaba;                                                                          KLA kpa'am/kpa'ana ; 

 BL1/2  dobroa(wa)/dobroaba (“heavy”); jigsiroa(wa)/jigsiroaba ([adj.] jigsik(a)/-jigsisa); 

 

b)  “RICHES, WEALTH”  MP arizikki; DB1 azichi, arizichi; KLA1 arazak; 

MR1 ar(a)zeka/ar(a)zegse/arzek-; ...................................(all from Hausa from Arabic) 

 BL nitaalim; jigsim(u); 

 DB2 buni; TL bon-;  FR1 bon- ; NKB bõ-; WL  (bundaan-)bunhu; bundaaluŋ; (all = “thing/s”) 

 KLA2 kpa'a; 
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 FR2 toolom (“warmth”); 

 MR2  paoong(o) (“strength”) 

The most widespread group of  “rich-person” terms combines the “owner” word (Vocab. #23 above) 

with the general word “thing” (*BUN except for the curious BL/KM suppletion):- 

 

Vocabulary # 26 : 

“THING”   KR bon- , bu- (P); buN- (SL); buŋu/bini (N2); XT bin-

  (JA); bun, bom;  buni; buŋ, buŋa (PS)  bun-, buŋ- (UK), niŋ- (? BL) ;  

buŋu/bini/biN,buN-; MP bunni/buna/buN-; 

DB bini/bina/biN' (KO,NT),  buni/buna/buN' (FS,NT)  bǝni/bǝna/bǝn-; NN bun-, biŋ-;  

KLA bu/buna,bunam;    NB buN-,bũN-,boN-; TL bun,bon-, bono; FR bono/bonɔ/boN-; 

NKB bõnɔ/bõndõma; MR bɔ/bũmb(u); DR buŋ/bumɔ (EH), bon/boma (JBD); 

DG bom/bome (M), bõw (PA); 

BR bõn ; bõyenɛ;  LW bumɛ//bun(MBG 19, SOL 101);    SF bun-;    WL buŋ/bunhu/ bun-

/bum-/buŋ-; 

 KM jaku/nyinti; BL jaab(jaamu)/ŋanta; 

3.1.5 A more semantically-full verb for not having is “to lack”, with focus on the deprivation of the person 

rather than the absence of the thing, while these are still grammatical subject and object respectively.  This 

item has quite a wide extension of its sense in these languages, being used for “fail” to do something6, “miss” 

somebody one hoped to see, and so on.  The form *KOŊ is found in all W.O/V subgroups. 

 

Vocabulary # 27 : 

“LACK, TO”   MP n-kɔŋŋi/[v.n.]  kɔŋŋni; 

DB kɔŋ/ kɔŋd' (NT)/ [v.n.]  kɔŋbu (FS);  [n.]  kɔŋsim (NT); KLA kõ'oŋ; pãsig/[v.n.]  pãsigir; 

FR koŋe;  NKB koŋe/kɔŋra;   MR kong/konged; WL kɔŋ/kɔmuuŋ;  
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 BL jogi;                                                                          

BR for;        LW vuɔ̃ ; 

 
There is a verb which is semantically-related but totally separate in form, being *PO with one or more 

extension consonants  –  -s- (BL), -g- (DB,KL,FR/NK,MR), or both (MP)  –  has the thing as subject, 

it “runs out” or “is insufficient” (in quantity, size, &c.):- 

 

Vocabulary # 28 : 

“RUN OUT; RUN SHORT”  MP m-pɔsigi/pɔsigri; DB1 pooi,poog'/pora ; 

KLA po'og/[v.n.]  po'ogir; FR pɔ'ɛ; NKB pɔ'ɛ/pɔ'ɔra; MR paog; BL poasim; 

 DB2 fee(i)/feera; 

 
A person characterised by lack is “poor” – the lexemes being structured as for the antonym “rich”; the 

poor person is an ‘owner' of poverty, a clear sign of the ill fit of “owner” as a gloss for that item. 
 

Vocabulary # 29 : 

 

a) “POOR PERSON”  HG nan-nyaara; nan-dana/nan-daandima   

 MP fara-daana/-daandima; nan-daana/-daandima; 

DB nandana/nandaamba (NT); faralaana/faradema (FS); KLA noŋ-daan/-dim; 

FR naha/nahadoma,na'ahadoma; NKB nasa/nasdõma; 

MR naongsoab (NT),noŋsoba(H); farasoba; BR nɔɔ; WL niŋbaala/niŋbaaliba;  

      BL silim-nyieŋ(ka)/-nyiensa; ni/nur-woboa(wa)/-woba; 

 

b) “POVERTY”  HG nam; MP1  nan-; DB1 nandaantali; KLA noŋ-; NKB nõŋɔ; 

MR1 naong (NT), noŋo (H);  BR nɔɔ; WL nandaaluŋ; 

 MP2 fara; DB2 fara; fakari; TL fara; FR fare; NKB farɛ (“désespoir”); MR2 fare ; 

  BL  /jaŋsa; /niniga; 
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3.1.6 To continue to have is to “keep”;  however this word is used in local English to particularly mean 

“deposit, store”. There are no lexical items which have any sort of  fir to the semantics of the English “keep” 

and “lose” (cease to have). 

 

Vocabulary # 30 : 

 

“KEEP”  HG zaali/zaana;  MP guri ( “~, guard”); sɔ'ai ( “hide, ~”); zaali ( “set down, store”); 

DB zali (“set down, store”); KLA digile (“put down, store”); su'a (“hide, ~”); FR gangɛ; zanlɛ; 

MR bîng (“put down, deposit”); tale/[v.n.]  talebo; LW iɔɔn (“store” MBG 24);                                         

BL dueni ( “put down, deposit”); 

 

An item which might be unexpected but belongs in this field is the word locally translated ‘side’.  It may 

be used for the physical side or flank of a person, animal or object (though there may be another word, or even 

two, which is possible or preferable in that sense  –  and see Vocab. #6.i above).  The function in focus 

here, however, is related its use to avoid making human referents the direct object of verbs where they are not 

semantically a simple patient7.  Thus you don't say “I went to him.” but I went to his ‘side’.”  In the sense 

we are considering here, rather than saying “He has it.”, one says  “It is ‘his side’.”, sometimes glossed ‘with 

him’.  This may be particularly used to indicate that the person ‘with’ whom the object is only “has” it 

temporarily, or as a representative of the real owner.  This does not naturally surface in brief dictionaries, let 

alone wordlists, but the root *SAN is attested in all the subgroups of W.O/V:- 

 

Vocabulary # 31 : 

 

“ ‘SIDE' ”   XT sani (PS); HG saani; MP saani ; DB sani (KO),sane (FS); KLA sa'an;  

        FR zen'en ( “place”); MR sẽne; WL sɛŋ;  

 BL jigi; 

 
We may also note that ‘hand' (Vocabulary 11 in Lexinote #12) is used in a similar way, an object is 

‘in A's hand' means that he is in charge of it, but it may not be his property; there is a slight tendency for this 
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locution to be used for ‘official' stewardship, like the group funds being ‘in the hand of’ the treasurer, whereas 

the person ‘at whose side’ it is may be in adventitious or even illegitimate possession (often used, for instance, 
of someone who has borrowed my property and not yet returned it). 

 
 

 
 
 
3.2  Transfer of Possession: 

 
Possession is naturally linked with the vocabulary area which concerns transfer of possession.  “Give” is 

almost universally lexicalised as a basic item, rather than as a causative of “have” (it is even on the basic 

Swadesh wordlist while “have” is not  –  presumably as easier to mime in monolingual survey situations).  

In these languages we have *TI in the SE group and *KO in the NW, while FR/NK has a distinctive 

innovation bo; the pi of NT is presumably affected by the Eastern O/V and Grusi languages of the area where 

it is spoken, far from the rest of W.O/V.  Manessy (1979) only reconstructs *PA for Central Gur, while 

Swadesh et al. 1966 suggest both *PA and *TI for Gur as does Manessy (1975) for O/V.  This verb is a 

normal “give” verb with two objects, one for the thing given (patient) and one for the person to whom it is 

given (recipient). As in English and many other SVO languages the recipient may appear as a pronoun 

immediately after the verb; however it is only marginally acceptable to have both objects as full NPs or both 

as pronouns in whatever order, instead the patient is made object of a preceding clause with the semantically-

auxiliary verb of manipulation usually glossed ‘take' – in fact this is often done even when the patient is a full 

NP and the recipient a pronoun: 

 

MP: Ba ti u ligri.  “They gave him/her money.” 

 *Ba ti Seydou ligri./*Ba ti ligri Seydou. 

 *Ba ti u a./*B ti a u. (a inan.pl. pronoun agreeing with ligri) 

  Ba zaŋŋi ligri n-ti Seydou. “They gave Seydou money.” (zaŋŋi  ‘take') 

  Ba zaŋŋi a n-ti u. “They gave it him/him it/it to him.” 

  Ba zaŋŋi ligri n-ti u.   “They gave him money.” 

  Ba zaŋŋi a n-ti Seydou. “They gave it to Seydou.” 
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The *TI item has a widespread tendency to phonological weakness, behaving as if it was simply  *T  or 

*Tv (with an unspecified vowel).  Thus *ti u “give him/her” is pronounced /tuu/ (ct. zi u “not.know 

him/her” /zi u/).  This occurs with any following vowel: 

  Ba zaŋŋi ligri n-ti u (/tuu/) pɔ'a.  “They gave his wife money.” 

There is a form *TIS which occurs alongside both *TI (in MP for instance) and *KO (in FR, DR8).  

This is virtually synonymous with the CV verb  –  in the FR Bible John 2:10 yo' bo' is directly parallel to 

yo' tehɛ;  in MP n-tisi may be a little more formal (“donate”) and may be more likely to be used when the 

object is not expressed (as is the case in the FR example given).  The noun “gift” may be derived from 

“give”, but the SE group have *piin which may be related to the NT verb pi and the reconstructed proto-

*PA. LW has a noun based on *TI9 which does not seem to be its basic verb. 

 

Vocabulary # 32 : 

 

a)  “GIVE”  KR te /tere (P);  ti/t'uu (N2);  XT ti (JA,UK.B),te (PS)  /tiya (UK.A);      

HG ti/tiri;   MP ti/tiri/tima! ; tisi/tisiri ; DB ti/tiri/timiya!2 (NT)/[v.n.]  tibu (WEC); 

NN ti/timma!; KLA ti/tit; tis; TL te,ti/tir; NB teem!; tɩhi/tiihima!;  FR2  tehɛ; 

DR1  tɩrɩ (J), tɩr, tere;       BR ter;        BL te; 

 FR1 bo,bo/bo'ore/bɔ‘ɔra/ [n.] bo'olom, bo'ĩ (J/FR) ; bo'ohe [pl.]   NKB bɔ/bɔ'ɔra/[v.n.]  bo'ob

o;  

 MR kɔ(o) (NT); ko (J,H); kisi (J,H); DR2 ko,koo,kũ,ku,kuu;  DG kõ  (J);   NR ko (J);   

BR ko; LW ko (MBG 23); WL ku/kuro; SF ko; 

 KM yɛ; 

 NT pi/pitɔ/piyɔ; 

 
 

b)  “GIFT, PRESENT”  HG pi piini (“give ~s”); MP piinni/piina/piin-; DB pini/pina/pin-; 

KLA piini; TL piini; NT piim; 
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 FR  bɔ'ɔlom;  NKB bɔ'a;  

 MR kouni; DR kyɔtaa (K);  WL kuubu;  

 LW tuur; BL tiirim(u)/tiirinta; 

 
3.2.1  Another perspective on transfer of possession is “get, receive”, seen from the point of view of the 

recipient who becomes subject.  The donor is not usually expressed: the ‘side' locution might be used if 

mention is needed: 

 MP: N daa deaai ka u    saani. “I got it from him/her.”  

 I    PAST    get     it   he/she ‘side’  
 

“Get” with the meaning of “obtain”, and also specifically “find”, is usually a sense of the basic verb “see”, 

root *NYE10.  This focuses on coming into possession without implication of a donor: “receive” (local 

English ‘get') is much more likely to be used when a giver is in the context.  This root is *DE, often with 

extension -g- :  this is found in the NW subgroup, though there are some innovations in languages of that 

group as well or instead.  Besides receiving a physical object, the verb may also be used for taking over a job 

(‘spell' somebody in American English) or a office (“succeed” to chiefship …) 

 

Vocabulary # 33 : 

 

“GET”   MP n-nya/nyaari/nyama!/[v.n.]  nyaabu (“see”); DB n-nya/nyari/nyama!/ 

[v.n.]  nyabu (“see”);  nyamma [n.]  (“gain, what is gained”) (KO); KLA nye/nyet (“see”); 

NB nyɛ;      FR nyɛ/nyɛta; NKB nyẽ/nyẽta;     DR nyɛ;      BL nya; 

 MR pam; 

 
 

Vocabulary # 34 : 

“RECEIVE”  HG   deei/deegira; MP n-deaai/deaari/deaama!/[v.n.]  deaari; 

DB deei, deeg'/deeri/deemi/deeya/[v.n.]  deebu; KLA di'e/di'er/[v.n.]  di'ere; KLT de'e; 

TL die/diegera (F), deɛ (A), dee (R); MR1 deed,reeg (A)/reegda; DR1 de, dega; BR de;  

LW  /de! (MBG 57); WL deɛ, diɛ (diɛg')/diɛra;  
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 FR to'e/to'ore/tɔ'ɔra; to'ohe/to'ohere/tɔ'ɔha; NKB tɔ',to'e/tɔ'ɔra; to'oge; KM tu; 

 MR2 paama/paamda; DR2 pɔg; 

 BL ŋoa; 

 
“Receive” is often used in the phrase ‘Come and get!' – the speaker is offering something to the hearer.  

Mampruli has another way of saying “Here you are.” (Br.Eng.) with an item consisting of an h with a 

nasalized i and finishing with a nasalized glottal closure.  One would like to analyse this sort of item as an 

exclamation, but it appears to be constructable with a NP complement.  Other languages almost certainly 

have comparable things, but they are often not recorded and described. 

 

Vocabulary # 35 : 

 

MP : Hiŋ' !       “Here y'are!” 

 Hiŋ' i ligri!        “Here's yuh money!” 

 

 

3.2.2 Other related vocabulary includes “refuse (to give)”, which in these languages contrasts with a much 

more frequent and semantically-broadranging verb ‘refuse' which means to refuse to act, including “fail to 

function” of an inanimate object (“I tried to start the moto but it ‘refused'.”), and then refuse to believe, obey, 

conform, and other social senses.  This latter verb (in most of the languages *ZAG(-S), is over all its range a 

precise antonym of ‘agree'  –  *SAG(-G).  “Refuse to give”  is not a ‘basic-wordlist' sense so attestations 

are limited, but the for *MOŊ is found in both sides of W.O/V and probably BL/KM. 

 

 

Vocabulary # 36 : 

 

“REFUSE TO GIVE SB. STH.”  HG moŋŋi; MP m-mɔŋŋi; DB m-mɔŋ, moŋe/[v.n.]  moŋebu (FS); 

KLA moŋ; FR mɔŋɛ; DR mɔŋ (K); BR mɔɔ; BL mini; KM mo; 

 MR kiis; 
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3.2.3 The converse of the “find” (= “see”) verb is “look for, try to get”.  *BO is widely-distributed, and in 

most langauges its imperfective is used for “want, like, love” 

 

Vocabulary # 37 : 

“LOOK FOR, SEEK, SEARCH FOR”  MP m-bɔ/boori/booma!/[v.n.]  boobu; 

DB m-bo,bɔ/bɔri/[v.n.]  bɔbu ; kpaɣisi; KLA bo/bood/boom!/[v.n.]  boob; TL bo'; 

NB bɔth, bɔɔr (“want”); MR bao/baod/baome(NT),bo(H); babse; DR bɔ/boɔrɔ; BR bɔ; 

WL bɔ/buɔra/bɔyɛ;  

 FR ɛɛ/ɛɛrɛ/ɛɛra;               NKB ɛ/ɛɛra;  

 BL gisi;                                                  HG guri; 

3.2.4 Temporary transfer is found in the “lend/borrow, loan/debt” group.  In general the root *PEŊ/PEM 

is both “lend” and “borrow”, with the grammatical case-frames parallel to “give” and “receive” respectively.  

There is also a common idiom where ‘release and lend' means “forgive”.  

The money11 loaned is in most cases a “loan” or “debt” from a root other than that of the verb, *SAM, 

which extends to other senses like “price” (but see also Vocab. # 46.a below), and “fine”;  these extensions 

suggest that the basic meaning is “money which one has to pay” rather than “something which one has 

received (temporarily)”. 

 

Vocabulary # 38 : 

 

a) “BORROW”  HG paŋŋi; MP m-pɛŋŋi/pɛŋni; DB paŋ/paŋdi; KLA pe'eŋ; TL pɛŋ; 

FR peŋe (ER); NKB peŋe/pɛŋra; MR peŋe; DR pion ; BR pẽɛ; WL pɛŋ/[v.n.]  pɛŋbu; 

b)  “LEND”  HG paŋŋi (also “owe”); MP m-pɛŋŋi (also “owe”); 

DB paŋ/paŋdi/paŋm'!,paŋmiya!2/[v.n.] paŋbu; KLA pe'eŋ (also “owe”); TL pɛŋ; NB pɛŋ (R); 

FR peŋe/pɛŋera; /peŋegere; pemehe [pl.] ; NKB peŋe/pɛŋra; MR peŋe; DR pion; WL pɛŋ; 

BL piem; 
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b')  “LOAN”   MR pemde; 

 

c)  “DEBT”  HG samini; MP samni/sama; DB samli/sama (KO) ;  sanyoo (“repayment”) (KO);  

KLA sam/sama; TL samǝr/sama; FR sanɛ,saanɛ,san/sama; NKB sãnnɛ/sãma; MR samde; 

NT cende; DR san (DDR)/sama (K); LW san (SOL 84); WL sani/sama; 

BL pami(pamni)/pama; 

c')  “DEBTOR”  HG samdira/samdiriba; MP sandaana; 

DB sandira (KO)/sandirba (KO,NT), sandaannima(NT); TL sandan;        MR samsoba;             

WL sandaana;  

 BL paandierik (A)/paandierisa; 

 
 

 

3.2.5 A development of  “receive” is “take by force” where the ‘donor' is unwilling.  There is a common 

verb which may have a local gloss ‘confiscate' (based, presumably, on school English), the root  being 

*FA(N).   All its meanings involve taking something from an unwilling former owner, by force majeur with 

(‘confiscate') or without (‘mug') social sanction.  There is also a developed sense which applies to acting 

forcibly to get a victim out of a bad situation, and so “rescue”.  In MP this is only in the combination n-fa 

m-basi ‘to-snatch to-away12‘ but in other languages the basic verb can mean “rob” and “save”, and the 

derived agent noun “robber” or “saviour” –  which causes some problems for Bible-translators!  *FA “rob”, 

and in some languages an agent *FA(N)-R, contrasts with a verb “steal (sneakily), burgle” and the noun 

“thief” which is semantically aligned with the latter is usually yet another root.  “To steal” is universally 

*ZU, and “thief” is mostly *NA(G)- or *TA(G)-YIG, both sometimes  occurring in the same language.  I 

have heard a suggestion that one refers to an opportunistic thief and the other to a professional one, but this 

seems to be a rationalisation, as is probably my folk-etymologizing or MP na'ayikka as *na'a- “cow”  + 

n-yikki “to fly”  –  ‘one who causes cattle to fly off'  –  “cattle rustler! 
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Vocabulary # 39 : 

 

a) “ ‘CONFISCATE'; TAKE-BY-FORCE; ROB”  HG fa; MP n-fa/faari//[v.n.]  faabu;      

DB n-fa/fari/[v.n.]  fabu ; faa [n.] ; ninvuɣfabo [n.] ; KLA faaenn/faand; TL fa/faar; 

NB ya (N.S); FR fan'/faanre/faanra; NKB fã/fãara; fãagɛ; MR fã; BR faa; 

LW faa (faa bar1  “save”  –  MBG 99)/[v.n.]  faano (SOL); WL fa/fayɛ; BL vari; 

 

b) “ROBBER”  KLA faand/faandib; TL faarug; FR faanra/faanreba; 

MR fãada/fãadeb;      WL faara/faariba;  

 MP  =  “thief” or sɔ-gura/-guriba (“way-watcher”); DB ŋmɛnditɔli/ŋmɛnditɔya;  

 BL  =  “thief”; 

 

Vocabulary # 40 : 

 

“STEAL”   XT  zu (yɛ ni) (PS), zu ye (UK); HG zu; MP zu/zuuri; 

DB zu/zuri/[v.n.]  zubu;   KLA zu/zuun/[v.n.]  zuub; TL zu; 

FR zu',zun'/zonre/zuunra/[v.n.]  zonwa; NKB zũ/zũura; MR zu; 

NT cu/cutɔ/curi;                DR zu;  zure (“voleur” as adj.  –  ? v.imv.) (DDR); 

DG zu//[v.n.]  zuub (PA); LW zuu/zuure/[v.n.]  zuune (SOL 102); BR gyu; 

WL ju;     BL zu;      KM1 zu; 

 KM2 gaa (= Sisaala) 

 

 

                                                      
1 the bar is the same item as the basi in MP (above) most Dagaari-group languages are in the area 

where rhotacism operates  –  non-initial ‘s’ becomes ‘r’ 
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Vocabulary # 41 : 

 

“THIEF”   XT nayiike (UK); MP1 na'ayikka/na'ayigsi; DB1 nayiɣa/nayiɣsi; 

KLA na'ayiig/na'ayiis,na'ayiignam; TL na'ayii; NB na'ayii, na'ayiiyi; FR nayiga/nayigehe; 

NKB nayiga/nayigsi; DR nyanyuge (DDR); DG nayibe (PA); BR nanyie; 

WL nanyige/nanyigihi; 

 HG tayigu/ tayigsi;  MP2 ta'ayikka/ta'ayigsi; DB2  tayiɣa/tayiɣsi; 

 MR wagder(e)/wagda ;       BL zue(wa)/zueba (stealer);  KM gaaru/gaarin (= Sisaala); 

 
 

 
 

3.3  Exchange: 
 

The further elaboration of “give” relations is the “exchange” group, involving two animate participants 

who start off possessing two items, one each, and each gives his or her item to the other in a correlative 

transaction. The basic verb is “exchange, barter” (‘swap' Br.Eng./‘trade' Am.Eng.), but if the ‘item' offered13  

by one participant is money, then one has “sell” from one perspective and “buy” from the other.  “Exchange” 

is the same verb as “change”; the transaction is more usually presented one-sidedly –  “A exchanged his X 

for a Y/ with B / for B's Y”.  To convey the extra rôles the same strategy is used as for “give” (§ 3.2 above): 

“A took his X and exchanged it (for) a Y.”.  “Buy” and “sell” are grammaticalized in the same way as “give” 

and “receive”:  the sum of money can be tagged on the end of the clause without marking, but it is unusual to 

put both the other person and the price in one clause, whichever is of most relevance will be mentioned.  A 

further clause can be added if necessary: “A bought a goat, B's ‘side'. He paid  ¢Y.” / “B took goat sold (it) ¢ 

Y.  A bought it.” / “B took goat sold give A. ¢Y that he sold it (for).” and so on.  “Buy” is *DA and “sell 

*KOOS (could the latter be   causative of the *KO root for “give” in the NW subgroup?).  One or two 

languages seem to use *DA for both senses:– 
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Vocabulary # 42 : 

 

exchange see change (Vocab. # 15) 
 
 

 

Vocabulary # 43 : 

 

“BUY”   KR da/dare (P); HG da/[v.n.]  daabu {valdaara “meat buyer”}; 

MP da/daari/daya/daama! /daabu; DB da/dara/ [v.n.]  dabu; KLA da'/da'ad; TL da/dara; 

FR da,da'/da'are/da'ara; NKB da/da'ara; MR ra/raad; NT dɛ/dɛɛyɔ; DR da/daara (EH); 

BR da; WL da/daariyɛ/dayɛ; BL da; KM da; 

 
 

Vocabulary # 44 : 

 

“SELL”   HG koosi; MP n-koosi/koosiri/koosima!; DB kɔhi/kɔhiri/ 

[v.n.]  kɔhibu, kɔhigu ;  kɔha,kɔhira/kɔhir(i)ba (“-seller”); KLA kuos/kuosid/[v.n.]  kuosug; 

KLT kɔɔs; TL kuoh (A); NB kɔhim (R); FR koohe/kɔɔha; NKB koose/koosra; 

MR koos/koosed(A); NT kwasi/kwasɔ/kwasiyɔ; DR kɔɔr, kũor; 

WL kuɔhi/kuɔhiŋ/kuɔhiyɛɛ;  

 BR da;                 BL da;                 KM da; 

 

3.3.1 For completeness I include some other components of the “buy/sell” complex.  As in English, there 

is a lexical verb for giving money pro quo, to “pay”, used for remunerating services (“pay a labourer”), or 

more generally “pay tax” or “compensate, pay fine”, to “repay” a debt, or to pay the price for goods bought.  

The person to whom the money is given or the goods or services paid ‘for', or the category (“tax”, “debt”) may 

be the grammatical object of the verb, and both may be included if the person is a pronoun which can go in the 

position immediately after the verb14, being in this way similar to “give”.  If the two rôles are to be spread 
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into two clauses (preferences and obligatoriness as for give”) the recipient is made the object of a “give” verb 

following the “pay”  –  ‘Abudulai pay work/yams/ ¢ N /debt give Seydou.' (i.e. he paid for the yams or 

work, he paid a sum of money, or he paid his debt). In the rare case where one would want to mention 

recipient, recompense and work or goods paid for, the last would probably be put into an adverbial phrase of 

cause/explanation.  The root of “pay” is *YO. 

 

Vocabulary # 45 : 

 

“PAY FOR GOODS, TO”  HG yo; MP n-yɔ/yoori/yooma!/[v.n.]  yoobu; 

DB yo, yɔ //[v.n.]  yɔbu (KO), yuɔ (FS); KLA yo/[v.n.]  yoob; TL yɔ; NB yom (R); 

FR yɔ,yɔ'/yɔre,yɔɔre/yɔɔra,yɔ'ɔra; NKB yɔ/yɔɔra; MR yo/yaod/[v.n.]  yaodo; BR yab; 

WL yɛbi(i)/yɛbiiŋ, [n.]  yɛu;  

 BL tuni; 

3.3.2 On the other hand “price” is not lexicalised, it is just “the money ‘of’ the goods”.  “Cheap” and 

“expensive” (Gh.Eng. ‘costly’) are either “price (‘money’) is small/big”, Hausa loans or extensions of 

descriptives like “easy, light, cool” / “hard, heavy, hot”.   

There is usually another word for “free, gratis” which often has additional  meanings such as “empty”, 

“in vain”, “foolish(ly)”, “useless” and “naked”.  The sources suggest a divide between groups using  *YO 

and those with *ZAAL, but note that MP has both in contrast, the former being “gratis, useless, naked” and 

the latter “empty, in vain”. 

 

Vocabulary # 46 : 

 

a)  “PRICE”    =  “(it's) money”; 

b)  “CHEAP”      HG haraha;     MP araha;   DB alaha;                      

MR nana (“easy”);  

 LW mol (cheap (?) MBG 59);  

   BL moali ( [v.] “be easy”, [n.]  “easy/cheap thing”, [adj.]  “easy, cheap”); 
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c)  “EXPENSIVE”  HG   (it)  mari ligiri ga      (“has much money”); 

MP (its) ligri zoaai (“money is.much”); DB shaara (“expensiveness”);          

KLA (its) ligidi zu'e (= MP); FR (its) da'a toe (“buying is difficult”); toolom;          

MR  (its) dabo ya togo (“buying is difficult”); WL tɔɔ; nanii, -nanɛɛ; 

BL pagrik, pagruk; pagra ( “to be ~ ”); diak toa ( “buying is difficult”); 

 

d)   “FREE OF CHARGE; GRATIS”    MP1 yɔri;   DB yɔli,yoli/yɔya;   TL wari;   FR yoo;  

 MP2 zaalim;    KLA zaalim;     NB zaala;     FR zaŋa;    MR zaalem; 

 WL kpali;  

 HG putoom; 

 BL chogta; 
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Western Oti/Volta Lexinotes : Sources 

 
 

Abbreviations (Languages and sources): 
 

 (J) Lists in JWAL article, Swadesh et al. 1966  

(R) Lists in Rattray, 1932  

(N) Naden, personal research 

(C)/(Cansd(ale))  G.S. Cansdale n/d, GILLBT archives 

(FRI)  Irvine, 1961 

“Printed sources” include Bible in Dagbani, Frafra, Kusaal (A - ongoing), Moore; New 

Testament in  Hanga Waali (may be marked NT); proverbs in Dagbani, Kusaal (A) 

 

The following two-letter codes, developed from those of Swadesh (et al. 1966), are used to refer 
to the languages discussed :- 
  

KR  - KaMara:  Bouna dialect Prost, 1974.a (P); Ghana dialect  (N 1978, N2 - 1994); Geoffrey 

Hunt p.c. (H)  

XT - Kantosi):  (A) James Agalik; Paul/Jennifer Schaefer survey (PS) 1996;  

**Ulrich Kleinewillinghöfer survey (UK) 1997 

HG  - Hanga:   printed sources (Hunt/Hunt), (H) p.c. Geoffrey Hunt  

MP  - Mampruli:  personal research  

DB  - Dagbani:  printed sources, (FS)  Fisch, 1913; (N); (OP) Oppong, 1973 ; (O) Okraku, 

1917 ; Wilson/Bendor-Samuel (BS/W); KO Knut Olawsky electronic dictionary (KO); 

Roger Blench (RB); Wilson 1972 ((WAA)W); (IM) Ibrahim Mahama 2004 

NN - Nanun:  (N); Skalnik, 1983 (SK) 

KLA - Kusaal, Agole (Eastern) dialect: printed sources; (N)  

KLT - Kusaal, Tɔɔndi (Western) dialect: notes by David/Nancy Spratt (S)/(DS) - dialect survey; 

(N)  

TL  - Talni: Fortes 1945, 1949 (F); (N); written list by Abraham Manga for Naden (A); (GG) two 

lady informants recorded by Naden  
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NB  - Nabit:  (N), (N.A.) Alambatiŋa; (R); (J); Nicholas Na'am (to Naden) (NN) 

FR  - Frafra: written sources, p.c. Bob/Nancy Schaefer (Sch.); Rapp 1966 (ELR); Manessy 

1968/71 (M); Roger Blench (RB) 1997; Guren� (Dakubu/Atintono) 

GN  - Gurenne: (J) - origin unrecorded  

NK  - Nankan: (N); (R) (may not be same dialect)  

NKB - Burkina Faso Ninkãrɛ used in publications: SIL, 1996  

MR  - Moore: printed sources, Hall n/d (1948), (H); Canu,1968/71; Tiendrebeogo/Pagéard, 1975; 

Prost 1974.b (P); Nikiema/Kinda 1997 

NT  - Nootre: Prost, 1971, Prost, 1974.b, Prost, 1975  

DG  - Dagara: Burkina Faso (J); Pénou-Achille, 1982 (PA); (B) Banasik (see DR);  Kuupole, 

1994 (DDK); Manessy 1968/71 (M) 

DR  - Dagaari: (J); Ed Hall notes/files (EH); (K) Kennedy 1966; (B) survey lists from Sandy 

Banasik, 1975 ; written lists from dialect reps via A..Ring 1992;  Durand, 1953 (JBD); (3) 

Trilingual Dictionary by Bodomo 2004 

LW - LoWiili: (G) Goody - 1956/61 (SOL) , 1972 (MBG) Myth of the Bagre 

NR  - Nura (Dagaari of Lawra): (J); Kennedy, 1966 (K or P), Archive notes  (K)  

 LB  - Lobiri(? = NR): (R)  

 BR  - Birifor: (J) ; L.Kuch electronic dictionary (K); A.Warren (electronic dictionary (AW) 

 WL  - Waali: GILLBT files  

 SF  - Safalaba: (J); (N)  

 BL  - Buli: Franz Kröger, p.c. (FK),  1982 (AW), 1992 (D); GILLBT files (Ian Gray, Todd 

Poulter, Paul Dancy); (N); Melançon/Prost, 1972 (P); (A) James Agalik (p.c.) 

 KM  - Kɔnni: (N), Naden 1986  

 BM  - Bimoba: published sources (Jacobs, Pike/Jacobs); Norman Price p.c.; GILLBT files (Gill 

Jacobs, Sonia Hine)         

 
Also some abbreviations for  groups of languages :– 
 
Oti/Volta (O/V)  
 Gurma (GRM)    : BM ... 
 Western (W.O/V)  
  Northwestern (NW) : MR, NT,  FR, DR, DG, WL, LW, BR 
  Southeastern (SE) : DB, NN, HG, KR, XT, MP, TL (KL, NB) 
  Buli/Kɔnni   (BL/K) : BL, KM 
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*  This paper is Western Oti/Volta Lexinote #25 and was also presented (on my behalf) as a contribution 
to a seminar at the University of Ghana, Legon, 1997. 

 
1   My copy of which was unfortunately eaten by termites earlier this year. 
 
2   For this terminology, and a wide-ranging discussion from a very similar perspective to that adopted 

here, see Givòn 1984, Ch.4, and especially § 4.2.2 and 4.2.5.2.6. 
 
3   One has to cut into the whole cloth of the semantic network to extract a manageable field for 

discussion.  I have here set aside further discussion of negative particles, and treatment of 

interrogative demonstratives and locatives (except in passing –  § 2.3, Vocab. #9).  The postural 
senses “stand”, “lie down” &c. will be covered in Lexinote #16.  I have not tackled  “ask for, 
beg” which could  be brought into consideration with “seek” and  “refuse to give”. 

 
4  See also ‘side’ in Vocab. #31. 
 
5  Much of this section is based on my introduction  to Crouch/Naden in prep. 
 
6  This meaning involves use as a series-final semantic auxiliary, like “finish”: 

 MP: M b� n-naai. “I have finished searching.” (‘I search to-finish’) 

           M b� n-k���i.          “I searched in vain.”  (‘I search to-lack’) 
 
7  The same concern appears in the way in which, rather than saying  “I like/don’t like him.”,  even 

sometimes “I know/don’t know him”, it is preferred to make the formal DO “his matters”, using 
the person as associative modifier in a DO phrase of which the head is the “matters/ palavers/ 
business” word. 

 
8   There is an area in and adjoining where rhotacism – the changing of ‘s’ to ‘r’  –  affects some 

languages and dialects of different groups, distinguishing two dialects of Lyele (Northern Grusi) 
for instance, and some Sisaala dialects/languages (Southwestern Grusi) as well as some of the 
Dagaari  dialects/languages for which see Manessy 1968/71 

 
9  The languages of the Dagaari type have extensive harmonisation of vowels. 
 
10  Manessy reconstructs *na for Central,  Swadesh *nyia for ‘Proto-Gur’.  I would suggest rather that 

the proto-form had a vowel and consonant which did not agree for the palatal feature, the 
descendant forms being accounted for by harmonisation  –  thus *NYA  or *NE  –  see 
similar reasoning on “sun” and “god” (Lexinote #3). 

 
11   Almost invariably;  the verbs may also refer to lending and borrowing tools &c., though where the 

social situation makes it clear that one is not actually soliciting a gift, one might ask someone to 
“give” a hoe where in English culture we would say “lend”. 

 
12   *BAS is a final-place semantically-auxiliary verb with the adverbial meaning  of “do … in the 

direction of away”. 
 
13   “Offer” (propose that one should give) is a sense in our overall semantic area which is not lexicalized 

in these languages. 
14 
14   The frequency with which this sort of handling of recipient and patient / indirect and direct object / 

dative and accusative is common in language (Givòn 1984) and similar to English and therefore 
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one tends to analyse in this way.  However there are good reasons to consider the pronominal 
object as suffixed to the verb in at least some of these languages, so one might rather say that a 
clause can only have one (external, NP) grammatical object,  but that an extra rôle can be added 
in the verb word.  Alternatively discomfort with double objects might have led (be leading?) to 
the changing of the pronoun object from clitic to suffix. 


